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Knowledge of Concepts

Understands the elements of Art

Application of Learning

Demonstrates knowledge of concepts through 2D & 3D work

Learner Characteristic

Manages behavior, demonstrates respect, and participates

Art

Music

Knowledge of Concepts

Understands music notation, vocabulary and history

Application of Learning

Learner Characteristic

Manages behavior, demonstrates respect, and participates

S = Secure
Academic Performance Indicators

D = Developing
Student accomplishes part of the task independently. Student can sometimes explain
or demonstrate the process but may need prompting to complete it.

B = Beginning

Student seldom demonstrates an understanding of concepts and procedures, while
requiring consistent support.
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Band

Knowledge of Concept

Understands music notation and music vocabulary

Application of Learning

Demonstrates rhythm & melody

Learner Characteristic

Manages behavior, demonstrates respect, and participates

Emily G. Johns Intermediate School

T1 Comment:  

T2 Comment:  

T3 Comment:  

Demonstrates rhythm and melody-instruments

Attends concerts

Student:   Test Test Teacher:  

Attendance as of 12/4/18 T1 T2 T3
Days Absent

Times Tardy

T1 T2 T36th Grade Learner Characteristics

Be Safe

Be Respectful

Be Responsible

* = Consistently
+ = Sometimes
- = Rarely

T1 T2 T3

T1 T2 T3

T1 T2 T3

T1 T2 T3

Student performance meets the demands of the task and demonstrates a firm grasp of
the concepts and procedures involved. Student can independently apply
understanding in different contexts.



Academic Performance and Learner Characteristics Indicators

* = Consistently
+ = Sometimes
- = Rarely

Physical Education

Knowledge of Concepts

Understands game play and rhythmic movements

Fit/Wellness

Lifelong wellness learner; fitness testing

Learner Characteristic

Participation/preparation

Demonstrates respect/shows good sportsmanship/effort

Understanding and application of the Health Triangle

Application of Concepts Health Education

T3T2T1

T1 T3T2English Language Arts

Formally presents claims with different mulitmedia components

Language/Speaking and Listening

Writes arguments to support claims with reasons and relevant evidence

Writes an informative text that conveys ideas from different media

Writes a narrative to develop real/imagined experiences using detail

Writing

Determines meaning of unknown words w/ context clues/prefixes/suffixes

Demonstrates proper capitalization, punctuation, spelling and grammar

Uses textual evidence to infer/support analysis of what the text says

Reads and comprehends grade level texts

Evaluates or compare/contrasts the claims of an author(s)

Demonstrates or understands figurative language (metaphor/simile)

Describes the plot (characterization, sequencing, literary elements)

Determines, connects, or compare/contrasts theme with details/evidence

Literature/Informational Text

Science T1 T2 T3

Space Systems

Understands magnitude of solar system

Develops model of planetary system and lunar phases

History of Earth

S = Secure
D = Developing
B = Beginning

T1

Mathematics T1 T2 T3

Ratios & Proportional Relationships

Understands & uses the concepts of a ratios/rates in problems

The Number System

Understands and use rational (positive and negative) numbers

Graphs rational numbers on a number line and in the coordinate plane

Expressions & Equations

Read, write, and evaluate numerical and algebraic expressions

Solves equations

T2 T3Social Studies

Inquiry Skills

Develop question, evaluate evidence, construct/communicate conclusion

Comprehension Skills

Describes how the earth's surface changes over time

Human Impacts Upon Earth Systems

Identifies methods in which humans postively/negatively affect Earth

Weather and Climate

Explains key features of weather systems

Human Sexuality

Understands the functions of the male and female reproductive systemHistory

Identify, describe and explain how human-environment-culture interact

Geography

Comprehend informational text at grade level

Geometry

Solves problems involving area and surface area

Identify, describe and explain changes in historical events over time

Economics

Identify, describe and explain economic decisions and financial literacy

Civics

Identify, describe and explain civic principles and institutions

Computes fluently with whole numbers, decimals and fractions


